PROFESSOR MATTHEWS IMPRESSES MILLIONS OF INYO READERS.

May I take this opportunity to convey to the Inyo Authorities our heartfelt gratitude for the illuminating and constructive articles entitled "OUR HERITAGE" by Professor Matthews. We congratulate the Inyo for giving us this wonderful fountain of knowledge and we wish the whole world to know that Africans all over the country appreciate this wonderful gesture.

Professor Z.K. Matthews is a man of profound journalistic ability, his writing sparkling and convincing oratory is simply amazing. Numerous friendships have been wrecked on the rocks of divergent views and opinions, but with Mr. Matthews this is not at all accurate, because even in his bitterest opponents he recognises the full qualities. Apparently his strength of character, firmness of purpose and vigour of action enables him to rise above all prejudices.

Mr. Matthews has written about various African personalities and these articles mark a new epoch in African growth and development and we are all kept spellbound by his efficiencent pen. We urge all interested readers to buy Inyo Zambu as to read the articles entitled "Our heritage", this makes an excellent reading.

Mr. Matthews, this illustrious son of Africa is an undisputed leader of his people, he is on the ambassadorial level and his words of wisdom are powerful and effective enough to influence the course of world events.

We thank you Mr. Matthews, for your meritorious service to your community and may you be spared and blessed so that you may continue to give us these educative articles. This is an idealist and a man of considerable repute.

HAMILTON M. MENTA,
ETHEMBENI,
NEW BRIGHTON,
PORT ELIZABETH.
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